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Using Data Visualization
for Continuous
Improvement
Ciji Ann Heiser, Ph.D., Ewa Urban, Ph.D., Evan Heiser, Ed.D.

Intended
Learning
Outcomes

• Identify three principles or
recommendations for building effective
visualizations and dashboards
• Articulate core aspects of the process for
developing dashboards in your areas
• List one to three ways in which dashboard
support continuous improvement
• For WMU faculty and staff, know your
resources for how you can upload data and
develop a dashboard

• Identify two to three benefits of
dashboarding

Defining Continuous
Improvement

Implement Program

Improve Program

Measure
Program/Outcomes

Data (Centering the
Student
Experience)
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Implement Program

Improve Program

Measure
Program/Outcomes
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Experience)

Overview of Data
Visualization & Dashboarding

Why are you here?
What is you thinking
about dashboards?

Foundation of integration

Why did we
move towards
dashboarding?

From 1:1 to 1:M

Maximize output of integration (pivot table)
Cross-divisional questions

Live vs. static data
Data exploration

Key Terms to Know

METRIC

VISUALIZATION

DASHBOARD

Reflect & Share: What are
common metrics you hear
about or focus on in your
work?

The Purpose
of a
Dashboard...

• Communicate current information about
major indices of organizational performance
to primary stakeholders;
• Provide information to assist in evaluation of
organizational performance;
• Provide a comprehensive analysis of how the
organization’s achievement of its strategic
objectives leads to effectively carrying out its
mission and vision;
• Provide information about organizational
performance compared to appropriate
benchmarks

• Data inventory for quality
information
• Existing integrations
• Invest in key partnerships
• Plan for project management
• Clear goals and reasoning

Before

During
• Research/assessment questions
• Identify actionable data
• Plan for development and sharing
• Thinking at micro and macro
levels
• Data accuracy
• Lead, lag, static, dynamic

• Have a plan for request
• Create a culture of use
• Working to revise old habits and
build new ones
• Accessiblity

After

RSO
leadership

RSO
membership

Event
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Engaged Students

Visited
Careers
Services

Used
Tutoring

Above
2.0
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Academically Successful

Data

Insight
for
Action

A Good
Dashboard...

• Intentionally selected (and reliable)
indicators
• Easy to understand
• Straightforward summary of the
topic/metrics at hand
• Relevant to (and targeted at) the
audience/stakeholder group
• Tied to specific mission and goals
• Not used in isolation

• Up-to-date with current information

Scale

Scope

Impact

Process
Identify
Identify the
problem,
phenomenon, or
story

Locate
Locate the data you
need

Focus
Focus the area you
are exploring

Determine
Determine related
items

List and refine
List and refine the
questions

Translate
Translate to
visualization

Examples in Practice

WMU Signature Staff Meeting

Where we
started

1/30/2018
• Number Updates
• Number of students participating in a WMU
Signature Designated Event
• Number of WMU Signature Designated
events
• Social Media Reach
• Facebook
• Instagram
• Twitter
• Rest of meeting agenda....

Where we are now

Where we are now

Where we are now

Continuous
Improvement
of WMU
Signature

• Reach out to events hosts
• Make sure to enter attendance
• See if they have events

• Reach out to student organizations and
populations who are underserved
• Target partnerships based on pathways that
have dipped

Student Success Services

Where Student
Success Services
started

Where Student
Success Services is
now

Where Student
Success Services is
headed

Post Graduate Outcomes
Monitoring and Reporting

Connecting
Career
Outcomes to
Engagement

• On-campus student employment
• Career programming:
• Job fairs, networking, career
advising, workshops
• Internships
• Service-Learning
• Leadership and RSO
• Campus events
Data sliced by college,
student demographics, e.g. race, ethnicity, gender,
first-gen status, etc.

Advancing Equity

Modeling an Institutional
Framework

Proposed Model
grounded in research by:
Cabrera, Nora, & Castaneda (1993), Kuh et al. (2006), Schreiner
(2020), Tinto (1993), York, Gibson, & Rankin (2015)

Retention

Reflection & Drafting

Process
Identify
Identify the
problem,
phenomenon, or
story

Locate
Locate the data you
need

Focus
Focus the area you
are exploring

Determine
Determine related
items

List and refine
List and refine the
questions

Translate
Translate to
visualization

Questions & Comments

